Title: A RUGGED AND MOBILE MEDIA SERVER

Abstract: A rugged and mobile media server/portal for use on a public transport vehicle, such as a train, to provide media content to passengers. Said rugged and mobile media server/portal includes a mobile and protective case on board said vehicle.
A RUGGED AND MOBILE MEDIA SERVER

The present application relates to a rugged and mobile media server for use in public transportation.

BACKGROUND ART

Public transport vehicles, such as buses, trains or airplanes are increasingly being provided with display screens for each passenger. Installing and wiring a large number of display screens, so that each passenger has its own display screen and can select its own content is a major operation. Such an installation requires a major development project phase, involves the approval by authorities for security and safety aspects and the actual installation and material expenses are very high, i.e. all in all this is a very costly affair.

DE 102009003554 discloses a server installed on a passenger bus. Some parts of the server system, like the server computer, mobile data modems and switch are located in a removable and transportable housing. Other parts of the server system are fixed installation on the passenger bus, such as the wireless access point and the cabling of the server system. This known server is not self-contained and does not provide a carry-on portable solution for providing media to passengers of a transport vehicle that works immediately without require any setup or installation.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

On this background, it is an object of the present invention to provide individual media content to
passengers of a public transport vehicle which solves or at least reduces the problems associated with the known solutions.

This object is achieved by providing a rugged, portable and self-contained media server for use in a public transportation vehicle, the media server comprising a carry-on, portable, rugged, protective and mobile case that forms a housing with an interior space, the interior space containing a computer with a memory having a library of digital media stored thereon, a wireless network access point connected to the computer and a mobile data network modem connected to the computer or to the wireless network access point, the wireless access point being configured to establish a local wireless network on board the public transportation vehicle, the computer comprising a processor configured to automatically update the content of the library of digital media when the mobile phone- or mobile data network modem has connection to a mobile phone- or mobile data network, and the processor is further configured for providing a media service for offering passengers on board the public transportation vehicle access to media stored in the library via the wireless network.

By providing a media server in a carry-on, rugged portable and self-contained case with a media library that is automatically updated when possible, it becomes possible for staff of the public transport vehicle to simply carry the media server on board and to stow it on board the vehicle and thereby provide individual media content to passengers of a public transport vehicle that use their own terminal device to play the media content provided by the media server.
In an embodiment the rugged and mobile media server is a self-contained unit without any physical user interface components.

In an embodiment the rugged and mobile media server is a self-contained unit with a power cord with a power plug for connection to a wall socket or similar power source of the public transportation vehicle as the only physical interface with its surroundings.

In an embodiment the wireless access point is configured for coverage of the public transportation vehicle such as a bus, a train or an airplane, possibly supported by independent range extender wireless network units when the rugged and mobile media server is used in very long vehicles.

In an embodiment the processor is configured to automatically start up the media service when the computer is powered up.

In an embodiment the processor is configured for allowing any terminal device with a suitable wireless network communication functionality that is on board the public transport vehicle to access media stored in the library.

In an embodiment the computer has a passive cooling system including a cooling area of an outside wall of the computer and wherein the cooling area is a part of an outer wall of the protective and mobile case, preferably so that the outer surface of the cooling area is substantially flush with the outer wall of the protective mobile case.
In an embodiment the protective mobile case is provided with wheels and a preferably extendable handle and can be transported with one hand by a single operator.

In an embodiment the protective mobile case can be opened and closed and is provided with at least one lock for preventing unauthorized persons from opening the protective mobile case. In an embodiment the protective mobile case is provided with a lock or attachment arrangement for securing the protective mobile case to the structure of the public transportation vehicle.

In an embodiment the protective mobile case is not provided with any physical user interface.

In an embodiment the protective mobile case is provided with a power cord for connection to a power socket and wherein the power cord is connected to a power supply module in the case or to a power supply module in the computer and/or in the wireless access point. In an embodiment the protective and mobile case is provided with a fan that is connected to a ventilation opening in an outer wall of the case.

In an embodiment the processor is configured to attempt to- and update any software installed on the computer and any media content for the library whenever the mobile phone- or mobile data network modem is connected to a mobile phone- or mobile data network. In an embodiment the protective mobile case further includes a GPS receiver connected to the computer and a GPS antenna integrated in the protective mobile case and connected to the GPS receiver.
In an embodiment the rugged and mobile media server includes one or more independent range extenders, each extender being housed in a separate protective and mobile range extender case. In an embodiment the range extender case and the mobile protective case are configured to be attachable to one another so as to allow a single operator to transport the combination of a protective mobile case and a range extender case with one hand. In an embodiment the extender casing further comprises an uninterruptible power supply connected to the computer and the wireless network access point. In an embodiment the rugged media server further includes using a fully integrated DRM system.

The object above is also achieved providing by a method for providing media to passengers on a public transport vehicle that carry personal wireless network enabled media playing capable terminal devices, the method comprising carrying a carry-on, rugged, portable and self-contained media server on board the public transport vehicle, the carry-on, rugged and portable media server comprising a carry-on, rugged protective and portable mobile case that contains a computer with a memory having a library of digital media stored thereon, a wireless network access point connected to the computer and a mobile data network modem connected to the computer or to the wireless network access point, the wireless access point being configured to establish a local wireless network on board the public transportation vehicle, automatically updating the content of the library of digital media when the mobile phone- or mobile data network modem has connection to a mobile phone- or mobile data network, and setting up a local wireless network
that covers the public transport vehicle from the wireless network access point, allowing the passengers access media in the media library via the wireless network, allowing the passengers to select media for streaming or downloading to their personal wireless network enabled media playing capable terminal device, and streaming or downloading media content selected by the passenger to the passenger’s wireless network enabled media playing capable terminal device via the local wireless network.

In an embodiment the media library comprises movies and/or music and/or audiobooks and/or games. In an embodiment the media library content is fully stored on the portal server. In an embodiment the method further includes offering both content that is free and content which is subject to a fee. In an embodiment the method further includes offering content that can be played as streaming on demand, download-to-own or as part of a subscription package. In an embodiment the method further includes offering travel information via the portal, such as allowing a passenger to be able to call up: information concerning the punctuality and connections of his/her current public transport vehicle, stations or stopover maps, detailed description on the services in the public transport vehicle. In an embodiment the method further includes automatically updating software and/or library when the mobile phone- or mobile data network modem has connection to a mobile phone- or mobile data network.

In an embodiment the user interface for selection of media content is a browser or webportal or a native app running on the passenger’s wireless network enabled media
playing capable terminal device. In an embodiment the portal contains a welcome page with an explanation of the portal and its operation. In an embodiment the media library comprises movies and/or music and/or audiobooks and/or games. In an embodiment the media library content is fully stored on the portal server.

Further objects, features, advantages and properties of the media server and method according to the invention will become apparent from the detailed description.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

In the following detailed portion of the present description, the invention will be explained in more detail with reference to the exemplary embodiments shown in the drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is an elevated view of a rugged case containing a mobile media server according to an example embodiment;
Fig. 2 is another elevated view of the rugged case containing a mobile media server according to Fig. 1;
Fig 3 is another elevated view of the rugged case containing a mobile media server according to Fig. 1;
Fig. 4 is an elevated view of the interior of the rugged case according to Fig. 1;
Fig. 5 illustrates the transport of the rugged case containing a mobile media server according to Fig. 1;
Fig. 6 illustrates stowing the rugged case containing a mobile media server according to Fig. 1;
Fig. 7 illustrates a stowed rugged case containing a mobile media server according to Fig. 1;
Figs. 8a, 8b and 9 are elevated views of a rugged case containing a range extender associated with the media server according to an example embodiment; Fig. 9 is an elevated view of the interior of the range extender according to Figs. 8a, 8b and 9; Fig. 10 illustrates the transport of a rugged case and a range extender; Fig. 11 illustrates stowing the range extender case according to Figs. 8a, 8b and 9; Fig. 12 illustrates a stowed rugged case containing a range extender according to Figs. 8a, 8b and 9; Fig. 13 is a system diagram illustrating an example embodiment of the mobile media server and its environment; Fig. 14 is a hardware overview diagram of an example embodiment of the mobile media server; and Fig. 15 is a diagram illustrating an example embodiment of a DRM system associated with the media server.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS**

In the following, example embodiments of the media server for providing media content to passengers of a public transport vehicle and method of providing media content to passengers of a public transport vehicle, will be described in detail and with reference to the attached drawings.

Figs. 1 to 3 show a rugged and mobile case 1, which is in an embodiment a hardshell case (similar to a flight case - robust non-metal case, such as plastic) that comprises a lower half 4 with an upper half 5 hingeably attached to the lower half. The upper and lower half can be locked to one another by levers that are provided with locks 7 (can
be numeric or conventional key operated locks). The rugged mobile case is provided with rollers 8 and with an extendable handle 9 and a side handle 17. The case 1 is provided with one or more ventilation openings (not shown) and some of the contents of the case 1, such as the antenna housing 19 of a GPS sensor and the cooling ribs 15 of a server and a power cable 10 can be seen from the outside. The power cable 10 allows connecting the rugged and mobile media server case 1 to a power source of the passenger vehicle in which the mobile rugged media server case 1 is stowed or placed. Otherwise, the rugged mobile media server case 1 is completely closed and there is no access to the interior of the case 1 without opening the case 1.

Fig. 4 shows the interior of the case, which is lined with one or more soft and absorbent lining material elements 11 that protect the components of the media server. These lining material elements can be made from a plastic foam material or other suitable material for electronic devices during transport. The interior of the rugged case 1 also contains a server computer 20, a wireless access point 24 and a mobile data network modem 28. The wireless access point 24 and its antennas are optimized for passenger vehicles that have an oblong shape and metal structure that influences the wireless signal. In an embodiment the antennas (not shown) are located on the outside of the case 1. The server computer 20 can in an embodiment be a robust small server-pc with software allowing it to act as a media server. In an embodiment server has fanless cooling. Hereto, the media server 20 is provided with a side that is formed as a cooling surface 15 including a plurality of cooling ribs. In embodiment the cooling surface 15 side of the media
server 20 is flush with one of the sidewalls of the mobile rugged case 1, enabled by an opening in the side wall of the case that corresponds in shape and size to the cooling surface 15. Thus, this cooling surface 15 has direct access to the air surrounding the case 1. In another embodiment, the cooling surface 15 is kept inside the case 1 and cooling is provided by a fan or other formal ventilator that ensures an airflow through the case through appropriate ventilation openings for inlet and outlet of cooling air. In embodiment the media server 20 is attached to the rugged case 1 with suspended bolts (not shown) to provide protection against shocks. The interior of the rugged case 1 also contains an uninterruptible power supply (UPS - not shown in Fig. 4) and a GPS receiver (not shown) that is connected to the aforementioned GPS antenna. The interior further includes a cooling fan 21 that is connected to the exterior of the case via ventilation openings and that provides for a flow of cooling air through the rugged case 1 in order to cool the electronic components. The interior of the rugged case 1 also contains the wiring connecting the electronic components to one another and to the power cord 10. When the rugged case 1 is closed the communication with the media server inside the rugged case 1 is only possible via wireless network and the power cable 10. The mobile media server extender case 4 is also provided with holes 6 for allowing the mobile media server case to be secured to the passenger vehicle in which it is stowed for preventing theft.

Fig. 5 illustrates how the rugged case containing the media server can be transported with a single hand by an operator, such as an employee 33 of the public transport company, e.g. a railroad company, a shipping company, a
bus company or an airline. In Fig. 5 the illustrated example is a passenger train, and shows an employee of the railroad company dragging the mobile rugged media server 1 along a platform next to a train.

Fig. 6 illustrates how the rugged mobile media server case 1 can be stowed by an operator 33 into a luggage rack 35 or dedicated slot (not shown) in a passenger train compartment. The rugged mobile media server case 1 can in an embodiment be secured to the luggage rack or be secured to the dedicated slot. It is though understood that the luggage rack could just as well be part of a bus, airplane or a passenger ship. Fig. 7 illustrates how the rugged mobile media server 1 is stowed in a luggage rack 35 of a passenger train compartment. In the stowed away position the rugged mobile media server 1 is in an embodiment locked by a lock that secures the rugged mobile media server 1 to the structure of the vehicle and the rugged mobile media server 1 cannot be removed without the use of a key or other means to open the lock.

Figs. 8a and 8b illustrate a rugged mobile range extender case 40. The case is a hardshell case that comprises a lower half 44 with a upper half 45 attached thereto. The case includes a handle 49 for carrying the case, a seal 43 and locks 47 for locking the case for preventing access by unauthorized persons. The range extender case 40 is also provided with holes 46 for locking the case and/or for allowing the range extender case to be secured to the passenger vehicle in which it is stowed for preventing theft. The rugged mobile range extender case 40 is also provided with a power cable 5 for connecting the range extender case to a power source of the
passenger vehicle in which the mobile range extender case is stowed or placed.

Fig. 9 shows the interior of the rugged mobile range extender case 40. The interior is aligned with a soft and absorbing material for protecting the electronic components that are housed inside the case 40. Suitable soft and absorbing materials for protecting electronic components or devices during transport or plastic foams, but other suitable materials are well known in the art. A range extender wireless network access point 54 is snugly received inside a block of soft and absorbing material 42 for protecting the range extender wireless network unit 54. In an embodiment a UPS (not shown) is also contained in the case 40 and connected to the range extender access point 54. The wireless network unit 54 (directly or via the UPS) is connected to the power cable 50. When the case 40 is closed the only connection with the wireless network unit 54 is via wireless network and the power cable 50.

Fig. 10 illustrates how the rugged case 1 containing the media server and the range extender case 40 can be transported together with a single hand by an operator 33. Fig. 11 illustrates how the rugged range extender case 40 can be stowed by an operator 33 into a luggage rack 35 in a passenger train compartment. It is though understood that the luggage rack could just as well be part of a bus, airplane or a passenger ship. Fig. 12 illustrates how the rugged mobile range extender case 40 is stowed in a luggage rack of a passenger train compartment.
Fig. 13 shows an overview diagram of an example embodiment of a system including a rugged mobile media server for providing media content to passengers of a public transport vehicle. The rugged mobile case 1 contains a media content server 20, a mobile data modem 28 and WIFI router/access point 24. The coverage of the wireless network provided by the mobile rugged media server case 1 is typically a radius of approximately 80 m, corresponding approximately to one trainset 32 of a passenger train 30. The media server 20 downloads content etc. from a central server that can for example be located in an office of a media content provider company that in turn receives content deliveries from media providers, such as music and film companies. In an embodiment all the content is downloaded onto the media server 20 before the case 1 is placed in the passenger vehicle - this can for example be done in an office of the passenger transport company using a fast data connection. During stowage in the passenger vehicle, the media server 20 may fetch updates and communicate with servers for news and digital rights management, but the limited capacity of the mobile data modem is not used for fetching new content. Passengers 63 in the trainset 32 search and log on to the WIFI network via their own terminals, such as mobile phones or tablets 61 laptops 62 or that is provided by the wireless network access point 24 (with or without using the range) and gets access to the entertainment portal that is provided by the media server 20. The user/passenger may want to access a payment service for paying for payable content and the system uses its own mobile network connection to validate payments and DRM for content. For the data communication associated with news (train/planes schedules, delays, changes and general news), DRM, payment and so on the
media server 20 communicates with the internet via the mobile network modem 28 that is linked via an RF link to a base station 57 of a mobile data network.

Fig. 14 illustrates the hardware of the system. The media server 20 contains all files/software for the system. An uninterruptible power supply 22 (UPS) is connected to the media server 20 to ensure maximum stability of the system. A wireless controller 26 connects the wireless access point 24 and the mobile data modem 28 to the media server 20. The wireless access point 24 sends bi-directional signals, covers a span of 40 approximately meters. The mobile data modem 28 connects to the internet for updates, news, payment portal data and DRM system data. The wireless access range extenders 54 transmit unidirectional signals, cover a span of approximately 20 meters and communicate with the media server 20 wirelessly on a separate channel.

Fig. 15 illustrates an integrated digital rights management (DRM) system that is integrated in the mobile media server 20. The DRM is approved by the major movie studios and it enables the media server to feature Hollywood blockbusters in the system. The media are provided by the content owner to a mobile media server provider who receives this content at their office. The mobile media service provider company provides for mobile media hosting using VPN and SFTP. The mobile media server 20 in the train or other similar passenger vehicle receives the content via SFTP and receives the authentication XML files from the hosting service. The mobile media server communicates the authentication XML files via HTTP to the terminal 61, 62 of the user 63. The user 63 can then buy DRM rights and receive the license
keys that enable playing the content on his own terminal 61, 62. The Encryption keys are sent back to the mobile media server provider.

Thus, the Figs. illustrate a media server for use in a public transportation vehicle. The media server includes a protective and mobile case 1 that forms a housing with an interior space. The interior space contains a computer 20 with a memory having a library of digital media stored thereon. The interior also houses wireless network access point 24 connected to the computer 20. The wireless access point is configured to establish a local wireless network on board the public transportation vehicle. The computer 20 comprises a processor configured for providing a media service for offering passengers on board the public transportation vehicle 30,32 access to media stored in the library via the wireless network.

Thus, the rugged and mobile media server 1 is a self-contained unit without any physical user interface components, such as keys, buttons or a display. The computer 20 is a self-contained unit with a power cord with a power plug for connection to a wall socket or similar power source of the public transportation vehicle as the only physical interface with its surroundings. The wireless access point 24 is configured for coverage of the public transportation vehicle 32 such as a bus, a train, a ship or an airplane, possibly supported by independent range extender wireless network units 40 when the rugged and mobile media server 1 is used in very long vehicles.

In an embodiment the processor is configured to automatically start-up the media service when the
computer 20 is powered up. The processor may also be configured for allowing any terminal device with a suitable wireless network communication functionality that is on board the public transport vehicle 31 to access media stored in the library. In an embodiment the computer 20 has a passive cooling system, preferably including a cooling area of an outside wall of the computer. In an embodiment the protective mobile case 1 can be opened and closed and is provided with at least one lock 7 for preventing unauthorized persons from opening the protective mobile case 1. In an embodiment the protective mobile case 1 is provided with a lock or attachment arrangement 6 for securing the protective mobile case to the structure of the public transportation vehicle. In an embodiment the protective mobile case is not provided with any user interface. In an embodiment user interaction with the closed and/or locked case is exclusively via the wireless network. In an embodiment the protective and mobile case 1 is provided with a fan 21 that is connected to a ventilation opening in an outer wall of the case 1 for forced cooling of the devices 20, 24, 28 inside the case 1. In an embodiment the protective and mobile case 1 also further comprises a mobile phone- or mobile data network modem 28 connected to the computer 20 and/or to the wireless network access point 24. In an embodiment the processor is configured to attempt to- and update any software installed on the computer 20 and any media content for the library whenever the mobile data network modem 28 is connected to a mobile data network. In an embodiment the protective mobile case 1 includes a GPS receiver connected to the computer and a GPS antenna 19 attached to the protective mobile case or in the case 1 and connected to the GPS receiver. In an embodiment the rugged and mobile media
server includes one or more independent range extenders 54, each extender 54 being housed in a separate protective and mobile range extender case 40. In an embodiment the range extender case 40 and the mobile protective case 1 are configured to be attachable to one another so as to allow a single operator 33 to transport the combination of a protective mobile case 1 and a range extender case 40 with one hand. The user interface for selection of media content can be a browser or webportal or a native app running on the passenger's wireless network enabled media playing capable terminal device 61, 62, such as a mobile phone, tablet or laptop computer. In an embodiment the media portal contains a welcome page with an explanation of the portal and its operation. In an embodiment the media library comprises movies and/or music and/or audiobooks and/or games. In an embodiment the media library content is fully stored on the portal server. In an embodiment the media server 20 offers both content that is free and content which is subject to a fee. In an embodiment the media server 20 offers content that can be played as streaming on demand, download-to-own or as part of a subscription package. In an embodiment the media server 20 offers travel information via the portal, such as allowing a passenger to be able to call up: information concerning the punctuality and connections of his/her current public transport vehicle, stations or stopover maps, detailed description on the services in the public transport vehicle. In an embodiment the method media server 20 automatically updating software and/or library when the mobile phone- or mobile data network modem has connection to a mobile phone- or mobile data network.
In an embodiment the passengers are offered internet access via the system associated with the media sever.

In an embodiment, off-line or cloud access is provided after leaving the passenger vehicle for media content that passengers accessed, bought or rented while on board the public transport vehicle.

Although the teaching of this application has been described in detail for purpose of illustration, it is understood that such detail is solely for that purpose, and variations can be made therein by those skilled in the art without departing from the scope of the teaching of this application. The term "comprising" as used in the claims does not exclude other elements or steps. The term "a" or "an" as used in the claims does not exclude a plurality. The single processor or other unit may fulfill the functions of several means recited in the claims.
CLAIMS:

1. A rugged, portable and self-contained media server for use in a public transportation vehicle (31), said media server comprising:

- a portable, rugged, protective and mobile case (1) that forms a housing with an interior space, said interior space containing a computer (20) with a memory having a library of digital media stored thereon, a wireless network access point (24) connected to said computer and
- (20) a mobile data network modem (28) connected to said computer (20) or to said wireless network access point (24),

- said wireless access point (24) being configured to establish a local wireless network on board said public transportation vehicle (31),

- said computer (20) comprising a processor configured for providing a media service for offering passengers on board said public transportation vehicle (31) access to digital media stored in said library via said wireless network.

2. A rugged and mobile media server according to claim 1, wherein said processor is configured to automatically update the content of said library of digital media when the mobile phone- or mobile data network modem (28) has connection to a mobile phone- or mobile data network.

3. A rugged and mobile media server according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said processor being configured to allow said passengers to select digital media from said library
for streaming or downloading to their personal wireless network enabled media playing capable terminal device (61,62).

4. A rugged, portable and self-contained media server according to claim 3, wherein said processor is further configured for streaming or downloading media content selected by said passenger to the passenger's wireless network enabled media playing capable terminal device (61,62) via said local wireless network.

5. A rugged and mobile media server according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein said rugged and mobile media server is a self-contained unit without any physical user interface components.

6. A rugged and mobile media server according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein said rugged and mobile media server is a self-contained unit with a power cord (10) with a power plug for connection to a wall socket of said public transportation vehicle (31) as the only physical interface with its surroundings.

7. A rugged and mobile media server according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein said wireless access point (24) is configured for coverage of said public transportation vehicle (31,32) such as a bus, a train or an airplane, possibly supported by independent range extender wireless network units (40) when said rugged and mobile media server is used in very long vehicles.

8. A rugged and mobile media server according to any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein said processor is configured to
automatically start-up said media service when said computer (20) is powered up.

9. A rugged and mobile media server according to any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein said processor is configured for allowing any terminal device (61,62) with a suitable wireless network communication functionality that is on board said public transport vehicle (31) to access media stored in said library.

10. A rugged and mobile media server according to any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein said computer (20) has a passive cooling system (15), preferably with a forced cooling being provided by a fan (21) inside the mobile rugged case (1).

11. A rugged and mobile media server according to any one of claims 1 to 10, wherein said protective mobile case (1) further comprises a GPS receiver connected to said computer and a GPS antenna (19) integrated in said protective mobile case and connected to said GPS receiver.

12. A rugged and mobile media server according to any one of claims 1 to 11, further comprising one or more independent range extenders (40), each extender being housed in a separate protective and mobile range extender case.

13. A rugged and mobile media server according to any one of claims 1 to 12, further comprising using a fully integrated DRM system.
14. A method for providing media to passengers on a public transport vehicle that carry personal wireless network enabled media playing capable terminal devices, said method comprising:

- carrying a, rugged, portable and self-contained media server on board said public transport vehicle, said carry-on, rugged and portable media server comprising a carry-on, rugged protective and portable mobile case (1) that contains a computer (20) with a memory having a library of digital media stored thereon, a wireless network access point (24) connected to said computer (20) and a mobile data network modem (28) connected to said computer (20) or to said wireless network access point (24),

- said wireless access point (24) being configured to establish a local wireless network on board said public transportation vehicle (31),

- setting up a local wireless network that covers said public transport vehicle (31) from said wireless network access point (24),

- allowing said passengers access to digital media in said media library via said wireless network,

- allowing said passengers to select digital media for streaming or downloading to their personal wireless network enabled media playing capable terminal device (61, 62), and

- streaming or downloading media content selected by said passenger to the passenger’s wireless network enabled
media playing capable terminal device (61,62) via said local wireless network.

15. A method according to claim 14, further comprising automatically updating the content of said library of digital media when the mobile phone- or mobile data network modem (28) has connection to a mobile phone- or mobile data network.

16. A method according to claim 14 or 15, wherein the user interface for selection of media content is a browser or webportal or a native app running on the passenger’s wireless network enabled media playing capable terminal device (61,62).
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